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“TCS SAYS NO IP INFRINGEMENT” NEED TO AIRTIGHT ITS DEFENCE AND 

ITS POSITION VIGOROUSLY IN APPEALS TO HIGHER COURTS 

 

By : M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bangalore : Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), (BSE: 532540, NSE: TCS) a leading global IT services, consulting and business solutions organization need to 

rework and airtight their legal defense while appealing against the verdict and to defend its position vigorously in appeals to higher courts. Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), should rethink on what went wrong with 

their defense in the case and rectify its position in appeals to higher courts as allegation of access cannot be converted into allegation of copying and stealing. 

It is illegal to Copy or distribute software or its documentation without the permission or license of the copyright owner. It is to be noted that several employees of Indian IT companies may be 

having access to documentation and user-manuals of third-party products used by clients given their involvement in implementation, customization and testing of such products but it is just 

not sufficient to prove that their software or its code or documentation is copied and IP is infringed.  TCS reportedly  respects the legal process, but TCS states That Company did not misuse 

or derive any benefit from downloaded documents from Epic System’s user-web portal and question of stealing Epic System’s software does not arise. ‘Med Mantra’. code is different and Epic 

System’s software code is different .Just having accesses to access to documentation and user-manuals is diffent and actually using it and copying is different. .“Now that Indian IT has 

embarked upon own platform development, it needs to adequately protect itself in cases where there is a conflict of interest,” said an analyst .Indian IT services companies with software 

platforms reportedly could be forced to rethink their operational set up after the massive fine imposed by a Wisconsin federal jury against TCS. While TCS has denied the allegations of 

stealing healthcare software from American company Epic Systems, analysts say that it’s time for Indian tech firms to legally  and physically separate their software divisions. “IT firms need 

to be at an arm’s length from their software divisions and create a separate legal entity for them. Not only does the software unit require to be a separate legal entity, but the company should 

also ensure that the employees and management are also totally independent. Unless, that happens, such allegations cannot be ruled out,” Says an IP expert . Not many IT services companies 

currently follow this practice. Infosys separated its software product company, which remains a fully-owned subsidiary, in 2014. “Indian IT needs to be more careful with own product 

development. We note that several employees of Indian IT companies may be having access to documentation and user-manuals of third-party products used by clients given their involvement 

in implementation, customization and testing of such products. “Now that Indian IT has embarked upon own platform development, it needs to adequately protect itself in cases where there is 

a conflict of interest,” said an analyst  

Techopedia Definition - What does Software Theft mean? :Software theft means the unauthorized or illegal copying, sharing or usage of copyright-protected software programs. Software 

theft may be carried out by individuals, groups or, in some cases, organizations who then distribute the unauthorized software copies to users. Software theft is committed when someone 

performs any of the following:Steals software media ,Deliberately erases programs,Illegally copies or distributes a program,Registers or activates a software program illegally .Techopedia 

explains Software Theft:Several types of protection have been introduced to safeguard software from being copied or cracked; however, with advanced hacking skills and sufficient efforts, it 

is actually possible to crack or bypass protection.The different types of software theft are as follows: Type 1: This involves the physical stealing of a media that includes the software or the 

hardware.Type 2: This takes place when the service of a programmer is unexpectedly terminated by a company. The programs written by company programmers are exclusive to the 

companies they work for, but a few dishonest programmers deliberately wipe out or disable the programs written by them using the company infrastructure.Type 3: This happens if the 

software is compromised by the software vendors. This is the most prevalent type of software theft. It is also referred to as software piracy. It triggers unauthorized replication of copyrighted 

software.Type 4: This takes place when users make use of unauthorized activation codes or registration numbers. Many are using key generators (commonly known as keygens) to create and 

input serial keys at the time of registration. Keygens are sometimes helpful for generating activation codes as well. This helps users install the compromised software without legally acquiring 

it. As outlined by the Federation Against Software Theft (FAST), it is not legal to do any of the following:Copy, duplicate or distribute software or its related documentation without the 

copyright owner's license or permission .Install and use a purchased software on more than one computer concurrently except in cases where the license explicitly allows it.Intentionally or 

unintentionally permit, persuade or pressure staff members to create or utilize illegally copied programs inside the organization.Violate the copyright laws even if a friend, colleague or 

superior requests or compels someone to do it.Lend software so that an illegal copy is made from it 

Nasscom, the industry body representing Indian IT firms, said that most Indian companies have been doing their best to abide by the law. “We've seen some cases which were initiated in different US courts but none 

of them have finally resulted in an adverse ruling,” said R Chandrasekhar, President, Nasscom. He, however, agreed that the verdict will have an impact on other IT services firms, at least in the near term. “This 

kind of a judgment is not a happy situation. There could be questions that could arise but at the same time we are confident there was no wrongdoing. But we should reserve our views till the legal process comes to its 

conclusion,” Chandrasekhar said. Indian IT industry body Nasscom said it would stand by IT firm Tata Consultancy Services BSE -0.03 % (TCS) against the verdict of the US jury in a lawsuit filed by an American 

software firm alleging stealing of its software code. "As a policy, we do not comment on a company's case, but stand by its (TCS) response against the jury's verdict on the alleged infringement of intellectual 

property," National Association of Software and Services Companies (Nasscom) president R.  .. Responding to a $940 million fine slapped by a federal court in Wisconsin for allegedly stealing software information of 

Epic Systems Corp, TCS said it would appeal against the jury verdict in higher courts. Besides the punitive damages of $700 million, the US Federal Court of the western district of Wisconsin has asked the company, 

and its US arm, Tata America International Corp, to pay $240 million to Epic Systems Corp for "ripping off" its healthcare-related software. "As the ruling is of a jury trial, we will wait for a higher court 

judgement, as complex issues are involved in the case. For instance, there is a difference between having access to the source code and user code or a manual, which are in public domain or is a material given with the 

product for use," said Chandrashekhar. Noting that there were gaps in the evidence presented before the jury, he said TCS had reaffirmed its respect for IP and clarified that it did not infringe upon the IP . 

Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a 

consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT, BPS,infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery Model™, recognized as the benchmark of 

excellence in software development. A part of the Tata group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has over 344,000 of the world’s best-trained consultants in 46 countries. The company 

generated consolidated revenues of US $15.5 billion for year ended March 31, 2015 and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India. For more information, visit us 
at www.tcs.com.  

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), (BSE: 532540, NSE: TCS) a leading global IT services, consulting and business solutions organization, in a press release  announced that it had received a jury verdict in a recently completed 

jury trial in a lawsuit filed by Epic Systems in the court of Western District Madison, Wisconsin.It is expected that the trial judgment will be entered in the case in the next six to eight weeks, following which the parties can file an 

appeal within 30 days after the judgment is filed. While TCS respects the legal process, the jury’s verdict on liability and damages was unexpected as the Company believes they are unsupported by the evidence presented during 
the trial.The Company did not misuse or derive any benefit from downloaded documents from Epic System’s user-web portal. TCS plans to defend its position vigorously in appeals to higher courts. TCS appreciates the trial 

judge’s announcement from the bench that he is almost certain he will reduce the damages award.TCS did not misuse or benefit from any of the said information for development of its own hospital management system “Med 
Mantra’ which was implemented for a large hospital chain in India in 2009.The Jury verdict will not have any impact on the TCS Q4 and FY16 financial results to be announced on Monday 18 April.As an organization, TCS 

remains committed to protecting IP as well as its reputation and financial interests fully. 

Move aside, discriminatory-hiring lawsuits. Allegations of corporate espionage have now hit the Indian IT industry.  Reportedly , a US grand jury found Tata Consultancy Services guilty in a trade secret lawsuit, slapping the 

company and its  American arm with two fines that total up to $940 million, or a little over Rs. 6,000 crore.The lawsuit was initiated by health software company Epic Systems in late 2014 at a US district court in Wisconsin. Epic 

Systems had accused TCS and Tata America International Corp (the American arm) of “brazenly stealing trade secrets, confidential information, documents and data”.The Tata Group, for its part, has denied that it infringed on 
Epic’s intellectual property. The salt-to-software conglomerate has issued a statement that says “while TCS respects the legal process, the jury’s verdict on liability and damages was unexpected as the company believes they are 

unsupported by the evidence presented during the trial”. Its next step of action will be to vigorously defend its position through appeals to higher courts — a course of action that is normally undertaken in legal situations such as 

this. 

While the final damages awarded, or even the verdict itself, may change as the legal process continues its course, it is instructive to examine the developments of the TCS-Epic Systems case..Unlike recent, high-profile corporate 

espionage cases such as the NSA-Petrobras scandal in Brazil, which was very high-tech in nature, the TCS-Epic Systems lawsuit has more to do with the seemingly mundane aspects of data confidentiality: restricting Internet 
access in client-specific development centres, ensuring proper user authorization and being mindful that creative work-arounds don’t trample over intellectual property agreements. Much of the details surrounding the case comes 

from the “Undisputed Facts Section” of the district court order, which says that “unless otherwise noted, the court finds the following facts material and undisputed when viewed in a light most favourable to the non-moving party 

[TCS] on that issue.” 

The crux of the matter according to press reports : The charges that Epic Systems levies are straightforward: the company believes that TCS used some of its confidential code to build a rival hospital management system 

software product called ‘Med Mantra’. However, the case revolves less around whether Med Mantra was built with inputs from Epic Systems and more about how one TCS employee allegedly gained unauthorized access to one 
of Epic Systems’ internal documentation database called “UserWeb”. UserWeb, according to the court order, “contains product materials, updates, training materials and other documents that detail Epic’s software and its data 

model.”The parties involved: The lawsuit, however, isn’t as simple as a TCS employee hacking into Epic’s UserWeb. The third party that this case revolves around is non-profit healthcare organization Kaiser Permanente, which 
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has over 150,000 employees, and whose subsidiary Kaiser Foundation Hospitals operates a chain of medical centers and hospitals.In 2003, Kaiser became a customer of Epic after it agreed to license Epic’s software for usage as 

an electronic health record. Kaiser, as a result, was given access to Epic’s UserWeb database.In 2005, TCS started working with Kaiser as a consultant and after an episode involving a few TCS employees, the Indian software 

services company signed a “standard consultant agreement” with Epic wherein TCS agreed that “Epic’s program property contained trade secrets of Epic protected by the operation of law..”.In 2011, Kaiser engaged TCS to start 
testing Epic software in what is referred to as a “testing center of excellence”. Basically, TCS employees provided testing support for “regularly scheduled Epic releases, major upgrades and steady state maintenance testing”. 

Under an agreement they signed, TCS America and TCS India were supposed to carry out this work at approved offshore development centers (ODCs) in a few Indian cities including Chennai and Kolkata this agreement. 

According to web press report following three contentions has been raised. 

Point of contention #1:These ODCs were required to come equipped to protect data confidentiality: USB ports were to be disabled to ensure that TCS employees could not copy data, access to the TCS e-mail system and the 

Internet were to be prohibited, employees were not be allowed to use other people’s log-in information and TCS employees were prohibited from sending emails from Kaiser email addresses to non-Kaiser email addresses.At this 
point, TCS and Epic have a difference in views. According to Epic, despite these security requirements, TCS had a number of separate computers inside the ODCs (called “kiosk machines”) that did have access to the Internet, 

TCS’s network and TCS email. While TCS has maintained these kiosk machines did not have Internet access and that the USB ports were disabled, testimony from a certain TCS employee showed that Internet access was 

available while an external audit apparently revealed that USB ports were not disabled.Why was it so important, in this case, to understand whether computers in the ODC could be used to transfer information? Because some of 
the work that TCS needed to do for Kaiser required information from Epic’s UserWeb. While TCS employees weren’t allowed to access UserWeb directly, what Kaiser employees would do, according to the court order, is 

“download release notes from UserWeb for TCS employees to access”.These notes helped TCS employees create “test scripts” for Kaiser. Two TCS employees testified during their depositions that there were times “when 

relying on either Epic or Kaiser personnel to obtain information [for them] took time”. This cumbersome workaround, however, was used because Epic didn’t allow UserWeb access to TCS employees. 

Point of contention #2:The issue of TCS employees gaining access to UserWeb, when TCS hired an employee named Ganesh (name changed) in 2011 and set him to work on the Kaiser-Epic project. Ganesh had earlier worked 

with another Kaiser client and because of that had registered and was given access to Epic’s UserWeb.Now, Ganesh, according to the court order, believed that even after shifting jobs and moving to TCS “he still needed direct 
access to UserWeb. In particular, he believe that lack of access to UserWeb could delay his team’s work [at TCS].”In violation of the UserWeb user agreement, Ganesh used his UserWeb credentials in order to access and 

download documents from UserWeb while employed by TCS in Chennai.According to his testimony, after being blocked from his Kaiser-issued computer, Ganesh used the “TCS kiosk computers to access the UserWeb, view 

and download documents to the kiosk’s hard drive and then emailing them from his tcs.com email address to his kp.org email address.”From here started a whole chain of events: Ganesh shared his UserWeb log-in information 
with a number of TCS employees within his team including his manager. According to court documents, from June 2012 to June 2014, “individuals using Ganesh’s UserWeb credentials downloaded over 6,000 documents and 

more than 1,600 unique files.”Epic believes that the downloaded documents “contain detailed information on the features and functionalities of Epic’s software and database systems developed over thirty years”. Ultimately, they 

believe that the documents that were downloaded could be used to reverse-engineer their own software.TCS for its part, during its legal defense,  has stated that all of the documents “were of the type necessary for work of the 
TCS testing team.” Another bone of contention rests on the fact that a year after Ganesh shifted to TCS, he updated his UserWeb registration details to reflect that he was “now an employee of TCS working for Kaiser” and no 

longer with his old company. Epic apparently did not reply to this update. During his testimony, an Epic employee stated that “Epic intended to deactivate Ganesh’s account”. This, however, did not happen and Ganesh was able 

to continue to renew his account every 120 days as was required. 

Point of contention #3:The final question revolves around whether the employees of TCS working on the ‘Med Mantra’ project — which could potentially compete with Epic’s own software — had access to the User Web 

documents that were downloaded by the TCS employees working on the Kaiser account.TCS maintains that all the documents that were downloaded were used solely for the “purpose of performing services for Kaiser”. In its 
own internal audit, it found no copies of Epic’s documents on any of the computers or servers used by the Med Mantra team.Epic’s case rests on a number of other instances where its UserWeb documents were shared within the 

TCS organization: For instance, Ganesh’s boss Harish (named changed) shared information and a number of documents with another TCS employee, Jeeva, who was in charge of preparing a comparative analysis of Epic’s and 

Med Mantra’s products. This comparative analysis was forwarded to a few TCS employees, one of which is identified as being part of the Med Mandtra’s organizational team. TCS’s Chief Security Officer Ajit Menon, however, 
searched the email accounts of these specific employees and “found no indication” that any of the individuals had forwarded the comparative analysis to anybody else. 

Keeping data confidential: Ultimately, this case boils down to some of the more mundane aspects of data confidentiality that many taken for granted today. As India’s IT industry continues moving up the value chain from 
maintaining legacy systems to creating new products, questions of intellectual property infringement and conflict of interest will continue to rise.For instance, there appears to be little doubt that a number of TCS employees did 

have seemingly unauthorized access to Epic’s UserWeb system and that a number of computers within the ODC were used to download documents. TCS’ legal defense, as court documents show, rest on the fact that it had “no 

contractual obligation to notify Epic since the information accessed was not used improperly.”On its part, Epic appears to have committed a number of simple mistakes, which doesn’t justify the unauthorized downloading, but 
could have been avoided nevertheless. When Ganesh changed his UserWeb credentials to reflect that he was a TCS employee, the company, as it admits, should have denied Ganesh access but failed to do so.While this may a 

case of impropriety, rather than illegality, what the TCS lawsuit does show us that you don’t need to commit top-notch corporate espionage to attract a nearly $1 billion lawsuit. Something much smaller will do. 

In one o the case US Court  reportedly Says That Copying Code Is Not Really Theft under the Law: It is pointed out that  for a while that copyright is not property and that infringement is not theft. And yet... some people 

can't seem to let this go -- insisting that both claims are true. Reportedly few experts feel that it  is the simple fact that you don't see people who copy content being charged with "theft." .However, in a case that received plenty of 
publicity involving a Goldman Sachs employee who had copied some code from the company, he was actually charged with theft. In response, however, a 2nd Circuit appeals court panel has said he was wrongfully charged, 

because code is not property. The court specifically cites the Dowling case, which is  discussed on many occasions, in web forums which makes clear that infringement is a different beast than theft. Reportedly The infringement 

of copyright in Dowling parallels Aleynikov’s theft of computer code. Although “The infringer invades a statutorily defined province guaranteed to the copyright holder alone but  he does not assume physical control over the 
copyright; nor does he wholly deprive its owner of its use.”  Because Aleynikov did not “assume physical control” over anything when he took the source code, and because he did not thereby “deprive [Goldman] of its use,” 

Aleynikov did not violate the NSPA. Of course, it's somewhat unfortunate that in a ruling in which the court finds that Aleynikov has been improperly charged with "theft" under the law... they still repeatedly refer to his actions as 

"theft." It's too bad they did not properly note that he copied the code, but still repeatedly claim he "stole" it, as they describe his actions in passing -- but when they discuss the actual legal aspect, they admit that there was no 
theft. It may be true that the laws are drafted poorly, but it's important that copying code is not seen as theft, because it is not theft. Still, the overall ruling here is good, though it could have been more complete. 

An attorney for a former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. programmer accused of stealing the firm’s computer code for its high frequency trading platform on Wednesday told a New York jury that while his client violated a 
confidentiality agreement with the company, he isn’t guilty of any criminal offense. During opening arguments in the trial of Sergey Aleynikov, 45, attorney Kevin H. Marino of Marino Tortorella & Boyle PC told jurors that in 

order to prove the two felony counts of unlawful use of secret scientific material and unlawful duplication of computer-related material, prosecutors would have to show he made a “tangible reproduction” of Goldman’s source 

code, and that he exercised control over the code permanently or long enough to deprive Goldman of the code’s economic value. The government fails on both counts, he said.“I will prove that the charges are 100 percent false,” 
Marino told the jury. “I will prove that Mr. Aleynikov did not violate either one of these statutes.”Marino said Aleynikov freely admits that he violated Goldman’s confidentiality policy when he downloaded part of Goldman’s 

code for its high speed trading program, but that is a civil issue, and not a criminal matter for Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus R. Vance.“The duty of loyalty you owe to your employer cannot be converted into a criminal 

offense, no matter how big the company is, no matter how powerful your company is,” Marino said. “The only thing Sergey Aleynikov is guilty of is crossing Goldman Sachs.”Prosecutors say Aleynikov took hundreds of 
thousands of lines of code in June of 2009 — just before he left his $400,000-per-year job at Goldman — to use for a new, $1.2 million-per-year executive position at Teza Technologies LLC, a high-speed trading 

firm.Aleynikov, a dual citizen of the U.S. and Russia, spent more than a year in federal prison after a jury in December 2010 found him guilty of violating both the National Stolen Property Act and the Economic Espionage Act.  

 
That verdict was overturned by the Second Circuit in April 2012, but months later, Vance brought up Aleynikov charges. Assistant District Attorney Daniel Holmes told the jury the source code Aleynikov took was very 

valuable to Goldman, and it would have taken him years to recreate such code on his own. Instead of relying on his own skills, Holmes said, Aleynikov took Goldman’s code to use at Teza, which did not have a high frequency 

trading platform of its own at the time.“He didn’t simply drag and drop a few files before he left,” Holmes said. “He actually wrote a computer program to go through Goldman Sachs network and pull down specific groups of 
files.”Holmes said the government will prove that Aleynikov had no right to copy these files and he tried to cover his tracks, before he admitted his conduct when confronted by an FBI agent.The jury also heard testimony from 

Goldman employees, including Goldman vice president and Technology Forensics Officer Joseph Yanagisawa, who testified how he came to discover in late June 2009 that Aleynikov had transferred a large amount of data he 

had encrypted to a so-called subversion website, which is used to store, copy and share computer code. Aleynikov scored a pretrial win in June, when New York Supreme Court Judge Ronald A. Zweibel threw out physical 
evidence and statements made to the FBI by Aleynikov, finding he had been illegally arrested and his property improperly seized by prosecutors.That ruling is heavily cited in a lawsuit Aleynikov filed in February in New Jersey 

federal court against the FBI agents who arrested him. He claims the agents violated his Fourth Amendment rights by arresting him without probable cause and seizing his personal property.Aleynikov is represented by Kevin H. 

Marino, John Tortorella and John A. Boyle of Marino Tortorella & Boyle PC.The government is represented by Assistant District Attorneys Daniel Holmes, Jeremy Glickman and Elizabeth Roper.The case is The People of the 
State of New York v. Sergey Aleynikov, case number 004447/2012, in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of New York. 

 

Conclusion : Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), (BSE: 532540, NSE: TCS) a leading global IT services, consulting and business solutions organization need to rework and airtight their legal defense while appealing 

against the verdict and to defend its position vigorously in appeals to higher courts. Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), should rethink on what went wrong with their defense in the case and rectify its position in 

appeals to higher courts as allegation of access cannot be converted into allegation of copying and stealing 
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You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. 

Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be 

have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics 

and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 
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